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Financial Inclusion?
FIAP?
FIAP nationally:

- 30 trailblazers
- *Between them service 80% of the population*
- 580 auditable, informed actions committed to date
The UNSW Sydney FIAP?
15% of domestic undergraduate students (and 14% of international students) reporting that they regularly go without food or necessities because they can’t afford them.

26% of students reported regularly missing classes to attend paid employment

43% indicate that their work commitments adversely effect their performance at University

40% of students indicated that the work they undertake is unrelated to their studies and has little value except money

45% of regional students receive student income support

1 in 2 international students have expenses greater than their income
Mandate

• Enhancing the supports that are available

• Enhancing **awareness** of the supports that are available
Key Hardship Supports

Equity Scholarships
No Interest Loans
Non-repayable grants
Vouchers
Payment plans for fees
Care packs through ARC (Food/Hygiene/Baby)
Crisis Accommodation
Text book & educational materials scheme (next year)
Laptop library (next year)
Leveraging partnerships

• Within the university

• Across the FIAP Community of Practice
Welcome
Sarah Shores
Student Support & Success
s.shores@unsw.edu.au